
Features
With all the power and control of a server solution yet none of the IT hassles, Universal Type 
Server Lite font management software allows you to store all fonts in one clean, centralized 
library. Plus, it serves up an impressive menu of features to control and share your fonts across 
the team.

Centrally Share and Access Fonts

Easily share and organize fonts across your team from a central and secure location
Live font management system distributes changes to users’ desktops in real-time—without 
interruptions
Fonts and font metadata live on the server to ensure font usage consistency across the 
team
Easily manage your font libraries, users and permissions from one location
NEW Run font license reports to identify if you have enough licenses and track font access 
by users

Eliminate Font Conflicts

Create a conflict-free workflow with a single font database
ENHANCED Auto-activate fonts in Adobe InDesign® and Illustrator® CS2, CS3 and CS4 
and QuarkXPress® 7 and 8 documents (Mac and Windows)
Eliminate font substitutions-- activate the exact font used in a document, utilizing Font 
Sense™ font identification mechanism
Decide which fonts are available to whom
ENHANCED Check fonts for corruption and repair before adding them to the font server
Prevent rogue or unlicensed fonts from entering your workflow

Great Desktop Usability

Modern and intuitive user interface
Work uninterrupted whether online or offline
Professional auto activation with Font Sense® exact font matching technology
NEW Outstanding font and glyph previews to easily compare fonts side-by-side
NEW Floating font previews that “tear-off” and float on top of any application to easily 
compare fonts in your working documents
NEW Encoding-aware font previews shows all native characters in a particular type face
NEW Glyph View shows you the characters and glyph details within a selected type face
NEW Create print sample pages of any previewed font
NEW Streamlined client access with “remember me” password functionality
ENHANCED Precise font auto-activation in Adobe InDesign® and Illustrator® CS2, CS3 
and CS4 and QuarkXPress® 7 and 8 documents (Mac and Windows)
Save finds that automatically update when new fonts match the specific criteria, similar to 
smart playlists in iTunes
Runs as a background application for hands-off automatic font activation

Easy to Set-Up and Maintain

Simple set up to get you up and running fast
Utilizes industry standard applications that fit into any IT environment
Web-based interface to administer the server remotely from anywhere at anytime
No-hassle, built-in backups automatically protect your fonts and settings



More then 10 user
Universal Type Server 2 
Pro is built for any 
instalations
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